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Spontaneous emission from a multilevel atom is studied from the viewpoint of quantum beats. The master
equation describing the atomic dynamics is shown to have some parameters that oscillate at the beat
frequencies, and because of this a Pauli type of master equation for the diagonal elements of the density
matrix is not obtained. As a result, the transition rates in the atomic system show the characteristic beats. The
relation of the rate of change of the energy of the atomic system to the total power radiated in the far zone is

also established. The normally and antinormally ordered correlation functions of the spontaneously emitted
radiation are calculated under the approximation that the level widths are much smaller than the beat
frequencies. The contribution arising from the interference of the free field and the source terms to
antinormally ordered correlations is carefully evaluated. The nature of beats present in normally and
antinormally ordered correlations is discussed, and their detection from the viewpoint of causing transitions in
another atom is considered. The change in the nature of beats due to atomic collective effects is studied.
Finally, it is shown that because of quantum effects, intensity correlations do not show any beats.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the successful observation of the quantum
beats" (and also the related experiments on beam
foil spectroscopy' ') and the realisation that these
provide a new method of laser spectroscopy,
several theoretical papers' ' have examined the
quantum beats from different points of view. The
existence or nonexistence of a particular type of
beat has been considered to be a test of the differ-
ent theories of spontaneous emission. "" Herman
ef, al. ' examined the beats which may be present
in the Poynting vector of the radiation emitted by
a multilevel atom. They also calculated the tran-
sition rates in a four-level atom with certain
restrictions on dipole moments and found no beats.
Senitzky' analyzed the mean amplitude and the
intensity of the radiation emitted from a multi-
level atom. Using his second quantized boson
formalism, he also discussed the transition to
neoclassical theory. Chow' et al. discussed the
type of beats present in the intensity of the radi-
ation emitted by a system of three-level atoms
under the assumption that the radiation field con-
tains only one photon.

The purpose of the present study is to develop
a self-consistent theory, in which the radiation
reaction effects are properly taken into account.
Our description does not rely on one photon ap-
proximation, and collective effects are properly
incorporated in the theory. %e examine the nature
of beats present in different types of transition
rates and correlation functions. An important
aspect of the present work is the examination of the
antinormally ordered correlations of the emitted
radiation. The antinormally ordered correlations

are found to exhibit the so-called lower-state
beats in addition to the upper-state beats, which
are present in the normally ordered correlations.
In contrast to the above, we show that the nor-
mally ordered intensity correlations do not show
any beats. Such normally and antinormally or-
dered correlations, as is well known in quantum
optics, are relevant to different types of detection
processes. ""

The outline of the present paper is as follows:
In Sec. II we derive the master equation describing
the dynamics of a multilevel atom interacting with
the zero-point fluctuations. Using the master
equation we calculate the transition probability, per
unit time, that the atom makes a downward
transition. Such transition rates are shown to
have upper-state beats. We also comment on the
relation between the Poynting vector of the emitted
radiation and the rate at which the atom loses its
energy. Finally, an approximate solution of the
master equation is presented. In Secs. III and IV,
we calculate the normally and the antinormally
ordered correlations of the field emitted by the
atom. We discuss the nature of beats present in
such correlations. In Sec. V, the influence of the
collective atomic effects on beating phenomena is
discussed.

II. MASTER EQUATION FOR SPONTANEOUS EMISSION
FROM A MULTILEVEL ATOM AND BEATS IN THE

TRANSITION RATES

In this section we discuss the master equation
which describes the dynamics of a multilevel
atom interacting with zero-point fluctuations.
The master equation for the reduced density op-
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erator in the interaction picture is given by [Eqs.
(2.12) and (2.13) of Ref. 16; the atom is assumed
to be located at the origin]

d7 (g~')s(0, 0, v) [P„(t),[Ps(t —w), p(t)]]et 0

(O, O, )[P„(t),(P (t- ), (t)}]),
(2.1)

z„(t)=+A„d*„".''e' t', A„=li&&jl;

&"s(» r' ~) = l &(&0.(r, ~»&os(r' 0)}&

lt„s,(r, r', g) =-,'&(g,„(r,g), &„(r',O)}&,

(2.2)

where the E,'s are the free-field operators. We
rewrite (2.1) so as to exhibit its t dependence ex-
plicitly:

at
d'7 Q d ds exp[i(td j +[t) t) t —i[a)))t'T ]

~ ~

x(g&„&,(o, o,,) [A,, , [A„„p(t)]]
+~"s (0, 0, +) IA, , (A„,p(t)}1}

(2.3)

(2.4)

and the diagonal elements satisfy a Pauli type of
master equation,

Q 24tp t +Q 2'Y.). p)e)e t (2.6)

where 2y, , is the transition probability per unit
time that an atom make a transition from the level
l j& to l i& by emitting a photon. Since we are con-
sidering beats, the RWA has to be made very
carefully. By keeping only the frequency differ-
ences in (2.3), we find that the reduced density
operator satisfies the master equation (the den-
sity operator p is in the interaction picture)

In an earlier work' the rotating-wave approxima-
tion (RWA) was used, i.e., all the rapidly oscil-
lating terms from (2.3) were ignored, and it was
found that the off-diagonal elements decay accord-
ing to

1/
~jgP yy I jg ~&I j+Ig»

( e'" ~ e") exp [e[te, e te„)e[ —,,"j [A,„A„e]
k&l

+ -P g d ide)el (et)+e)tt»))dt d-e — (-"- )- [. ~ p]
j&j 0

+ P Q (d t 'd» ) e tt ))t1 d(u 3 3 ([d (ut, ) [Atj A, tp]+II.c.
j&j 0

(2.6)

This master equation exhibits different types of beats. It is clear from (2.6) that the diagonal elements
do not satisfy a Pauli type of master equation, i.e. , the equation for the diagonal elements contains off-
diagonal elements of p. We thus see that the small energy separations between the levels leads to certain
types of coherence effects in the equation of motion. To see this more explicitly, let us imagine a situ-
ation in which a set of upper levels (designated by index lt) decays to the ground level (denoted by g). (This
is in fact the situation in the experimental work of Haroche et al. ) In this case (2.6) reduces to

2 3.p ~ dut, dgu'et)e)uuet u t
[A A p]C3 ugly

Z+ —P d"' d'"'e' »' d(o' — ((u' —(o, ) '[A. A, p]
7r' C

u'r u z y s'u'
uu' Q

00 [t 3
+ —P Wdtu ~ d" te '"uu' di))' — ([t)'+[0, ) '[A A, p]+H. c.u's . ruy u's

0
(2.7)

Using (2.6) we can calculate the transition proba-
bility per unit time that the atom decays to the
ground state, if initially it was in an arbitrary
state p(0). This rate is easily obtained from (2.7)
by taking the matrix element &g l p lg& and by
setting p(t) ~p(0) on the right-hand side of (2.7).
The transition rate is found to be

R —
P

—g (dut dtu') e uu . Pu u(0
uu'

2 co
s (4)uet +[dut) d[d

C 1T p c

x [([d te)u ) ([d [e)u ) ] l
(2.6)
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which clearly shows beats at the frequencies ~»,
provided the initial state of the atom is such that

p„,„g0. In the earlier work such beating terms in
transition rates were not found because a time
averaging was done. However, in the present case
the time averaging has to be done rather carefully
since ~», =100 MHz or so, i.e., the times involved
are in the nanosecond regime. It should also be
noted that the beat at ~», in the transition rate
will also be ahsent if d"' ~ d'" =0 (which, for ex-
ample, happens in the situation considered by
Herman et al.').

The description of our radiating system is com-
plete once we know how to calculate the properties
of the radiation field. It can be easily shown that
the positive frequency parts of the electric field
and the magnetic field operator in the radiation
zone are related to the atomic operators by"'"

dn 4
L&A

2 2
exp[i((u, , —(u„) t]

C

I Ix&g~„) (t)g(, ,) (t)& +c c.
which on using the operator algebra reduces to

dP
dQ

" d"*~ fx(r x"d")) ' »'
4m . . c'

j&t

x(A()1) (t)) +c.c. (2.15)

The expression (2.15), in the special case con-
sidered earlier, reduces to

2 2'~ du'~. (Px( i xd' u)] e'~ uu'
dQ 4m, c'

PP'

g(+) (~r t) g(+) (r t)
x(g(ul)u (t)) + c.c. (2.16)

(2.9)
Hence the total power radiated in the far zone
will be

2 +2 2
(d~u du'~).

(2.10) x e' u'u' (A,(') (t) ) + c c (2.17)

where the operators g, , are in the interaction pic-
ture and the coefficients are given by

t)," (r, t) = gd~~)( „~~(r, 0, (u, , ) e"~a), (2.11)

t)", (r, t) = Qd'„')(„„Hs(r, 0, (u, ,) e" ", (2.12)

)( „, (r, 0, ~) =(~'/c')(() „-)' ~„)e'""~'/~,

(2.12)

The power radiated in the far zone shows beats.
We will now compare the expression for P with
that for the rate of change of the energy of the
atomic system:

(2.18)

—Q (due. dzu') ~ p
e' uu &

Pg O'V
vs'

W=QE; (A.;;) =Q(uu (Auu) +E

Using the master equation (2.6) one immediately
finds that

The Poynting vector in the far zone will be given
by

x ((d —
(A)ui ) +c.c. i (2.19)

S„= ((:EXH:)„)

e„gy .'EgIIy.

or

( E(-)XH(+) H(-)XE(+) )
4n

and hence the power radiated per unit solid angle
in the far zone will be p(t) p( ) (t) +p( ) (t) (2.20)

which bears close resemblance to (2.17).
The complete solution of the master equation

(2.6) is rather complicated. This is in contrast
to the solution of (2.4) and (2.5). In what follows
we will pr'esent an approximate solution of (2.6),
valid in case when the beat frequencies are such
that ~», »I', where I ' is the characteristic de-
cay time. This condition is certainly satisfied in
the experiments of Haroche et al. ' (~uu, =50 MHz
and larger, I'-10'/135). Using Bogoliubov's
method of time averaging, "one can show that the
solution of (2.7) can be written
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where p "(t) is the solution of the master equation in the absence of beat terms [the principle-value in
(2.21) are the frequency-shift terms],

2 3 ~ 0 Oo 2 l3
t]'"= —g]lr( I*(& ",' ——

Jl rt)»' ~, (r»'-r»», ) ')[t()„»( r)h)]
u 0

[ oo

r. —g J rt ~)'(q, )())'r.r»), ) 'ld)*]l'[»(, »,X», »("]+H.c. ,
0

and p[ ~ (t) contains the information about beats and is given in terms of p
e by

(2.21)

p['&(t) = —Q d~' ~ d'" — ' —— d(o' — (~' —(0 t ) ' [& t& tp ] '
3 p'g

~

u tu'
u~ p' h)put C & 0

i(cpu t h)"
+ Q d 'd d(d 3 ((t) +(t)]t ) [»4 [t A]) p ]+H c ~

u~ u' h)p ut 0
(2.22)

It is clear from (2.22) that the perturbation param-
eter" is I'/(d&&, . The result (2.8) for the down-
ward transition rate is recovered from (2.20). It
it clear from (2.20) that if we calculate the mean
value of the atomic operator ( p(t)&, then p'"(t)
terms lead simply to a renormalization of the co-
efficients of various beat terms. Such a renormal-
ization can be ignored since I'/&o», is small.
Hence in a sense we can still describe the atomic
dynamics by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). However, care
has to be used in the calculation of the time deriv-
atives of such atomic expectation values. In time
derivatives, p

] (t) terms can make a contribution
which is of the same order of magnitude as the one
from p —this happens, for instance, in the cal-
culation of transition rates and the rate of change
of the energy of the atomic system.

Finally, it should be noted that there is also
a renormalization of the beat frequencies —this is
easily seen from the structure of the equation of
motion for the off-diagonal elements pu, which
follows from (2.7):

d„„'(r„t„r„t, )

= g I),'~*„(r„t, ) I),"' „(r„t, )

In view of (2.4) and the quantum-regression the-
orem, "we have

(a[.P (t, )A[,['(t, )& =exp[- I"„(t,—t, )]

x(gV] (t, )Z[P (t, )&

= exp [-r, , (t, - t, )](A,'P (t, )&5„,

(t ~t, ), (3 2)

where we have used the closure relation

&i~&~r =&~n&w . (3.3)

On using (3.2) in (3.1), we obtain for the correla-
tion function

e

[tt. p[tt. P t ]([(»p[ttg ' (2.23)
G „(r„t, + r, /c, r„t, + r, /c)

However, such renormalization effects can again
be neglected if I /(()», «1.

III. NORMALLY ORDERED CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

OF THE SPONTANEOUSLY EMITTED RADIATION
AND THE BEATS

In this section we examine the normally ordered
correlation functions of the electric field operator
(2.9) in the light of the beating phenomena. Since
the radiation field at time t =0 is in vacuum state,
it follows immediately from (2.9) that

= Q I)," (r„t, + ~, /c) I),"„(r„t, + r, /c)

x exp[- I"„(t,—t, )](At~[i (t, )) . (3.4)

In the special case one has from (3.4) for the in-
tensity of the radiation emitted

2.
t(» t t»y»)-g ( ')(ttrr)(t))

j&g

x e' (' [d" ~ d*' —(P ~ d")(~ ~ d' )].
(3.5)

It should be noted that (3.5), in general, has two

types of contributions: (i) from the diagonal terms
(A,&(t)&, and (ii) from th. e off-diagonal terms
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(A, , (t)), (I pj). This latter contribution oscillates
at the frequency &, , (j &l) and thus shows beats.
It is clear from the structure of (3.5) that such
beating terms are there provided we have a situ-
ation in which the transitions starting from two
upper levels

~ j), ~
l& end at the common lower

level
~ i) (upper state beats). Note further that

in order that the amplitude associated with the
beating term to be nonzero, the initial state of
the atom must be such that (A, , (0)) g0, i.e. , in-
itially there should be some coherence between
the jth and jJ.'th level. In particular, if we consider
a three-level atom, then the beats will be there
at the frequency ~» provided the transitions are
allowed between the level

~
1) and the ground level

3) and between level.
~
2) and the ground level

3) and provided the initial state of the atom does
involve the linear superposition of the states

~
1)

and
~
2) so that(A„(0))g0.

In a recent work, Khoo and Eberly"0 have anal-
yzed the beating phenomena from the point of veiw
of the detection of the radiation emitted from the
multilevel atom. They have carried out a pertur-
bation theory in Heisenberg picture" and calculated
various transition rates. In the present paper we
adopt a different approach —which is similar to the
one used by the author in the treatment of Lippmann
fringes. " In this approach, we regard the field
as having a prescribed statistics and then cal-
culate the transition rates using the generalization
of Fermi's "golden rule. " This generalization
concerns transitions in an electromagnetic field
of arbitrary coherence. In the present case the
coherence of the field is given by Eqs. (2.6) and
(2 9)

I,et us first consider a detector which works by
the absorption of photons. It is well known" that
such a detector measures the normally ordered
correlation functions of the field. To be more
specific let us consider the transitions in the de-
tector atom which is located at R. Assume that
the detector is in the far zone of the radiation

emitted by the multilevel atom (to be referred to
as atom A) located at r =0. Assume that the de-
tector atom (to be referred to as atom fI) is in
the ground state

~ X ) at the time R/c, i.e., when
the radiation from the source atom reaches the
detector. For the dipole allowed transitions in
atom g, the interaction with the field can be
written

a = —P"'E(R, t) (3.6)

T
d7. (E (R, T+to) E„(R,T +to —v)&

0

x e'"«'+ c.c. ,

Q q =8, —gt ~ (3.7)

For upward transitions (detector atom in the
ground state) (3.7). simplifies to

R~ (to+ T, to)

T
d7 e' "2& "G&~& ( R, T + to, 0, T + to —7) + c.c.

(3.8)

In what follows we show explicitly the contribu-
tion toR coming from the beat terms in (3.4). On
substituting (3.4) into (3.6) and on taking the long
time limit and letting to ~R/c, we get for the tran-
sition rate

Then it can be shown [cf. Ref. 21, Eq. (3.10)] that
the probability per unit time that the detector atom
makes a transition from the initial state

~ y, & at
time to to some final state

~ y&) at t, + T is (~ y~)
and

~ y&& are the stationary states of the atom fI,
with energies g,. and gf, respectively)

R„(t,+T, t, )

"2—~T, —= - " " (P ~ [Rx(Rxd")]H PP~ ~ [R (Rxxd")]]c'c. . cRj&j

x exp[iT(a&, , +ir, , )]&A,, (0)) (i~, , -in„+-,'(r,. —r, )) '+c.c. (3.9)

In deriving (3.9) we have ignored the rapidly oscil-
lating terms. We thus see that the transition rates
in the detector atom do show the modulation at the
beat frequency. " It is also interesting to note
that the width of each of the level

~ j), ~ l& of atom
Q gives the decay of the transition rates. One
should note that the effects of the radiation reac-

tion are included throughout in this treatment.
One should also note that in the earlier works"
one had computed (3.8) for the case when the
source atom was a two level atom. The normally
ordered intensity correlations are also easily
computed using (2.9) and the quantum regression
theorem. For example for the experimental situa-
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tion of Haroche et al. one has

(:I(t) I (t+~):&

(:I(t) I (t+~):&

=
I R x(R xd") I'IR xtR xd")

I R '&&„(0)&

x exp(- 2y„z —2y „t), (3.11)

Vl, P2, V3, V4

(b(;" b "~)(b* ))2 ~ b )(3)

x(A„,g (t)A„,g(t+~) A,„,(t+~)A,„,(t))

(3.10)

which is simply a reflection of the fact that in the
problem there is only one photon. Note that
(:I(t)I (t+z):& is proportional to the joint proba-
bility of detecting one photon at time t and an-
other one at time (t+y). For cascade type of
transitions (~ I&-~ 2)-

~ 3)) the normally ordered
intensity correlation fuhction is nonzero, e.g. ,

which is as expected.

IV. QUANTUM BEATS AND THE ANTINORMALLY
ORDERED CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF THE

SPONTANEOUSLY EMITTED RADIATION

The antinormally ordered correlation functions
of the spontaneously emitted radiation are also
expected to have beats. We will now examine the
type of beats such correlation functions have. It
is also well known' that a quantum counter mea-
sures the antinormally ordered correlation func-
tions because such a counter works by the emis-
sion of photons. The probability per unit time
that the atom g makes a downward transition is
obtained from (3.7), and is given by (Q,.~ & 0)

T
Rz;(to+7', to) =P &y.;I I'„~ yz& &y~( PP I y;& d7 e'"'&'&d„'(ll, 7+t, )d„'(ft, T+t, -7)&+c.c. (4.1)

Thus our first object is the evaluation of the antinormally ordered correlation function

G„"„(r„t„r„t, ) =(E~' (r„t, )Z„(r2, t, )), (4.2)

with Et'~ given by (2.9). On substituting (2.9) into (4.2), we find that

4 4
G~„„l(r„t„r2, t2) = QC~'l(r„t„r„ t, ); R~,. (to+ 7, to)= QRy~', .~(to+ 7, to), (4.3)

where the different types of contributions are give»y

«.'&„(r„t„r„t,) =(6;).(r„t, ) Z~;&(r„t, )&,

j c

1P lt 2& 2 0 re l~ 1 ~ y c 2 I),"„(r„t, ),

(4 4)

(4.5)

l~ ly 2~ 2 $j 1

c (r„t„r,t, „)=g(," (r„t,) ,'("„(r„t )(2;,. (t— ')A, (t ,— .
*—)j&j

1&k

(4.6)

(4.7)

It is clear that C"' is the usual free-field contribution and leads to the usual spontaneous decay, i.e.,
in the absence of the atom A. . We now examine C' '. The analysis similar to that used in connection
with (3.1) shows that

Cmn rls tl+ ~ r2~ t2+ = be m 1& tl+ ~e n 2p t2+ exp I'ij tl —t2 A. gk
i&j
k&j

and in particular for the same point r, one has

C „r,t+ —,r, t+ ——7' =C „0 r, t+ —,t+ ——& +C „b rp t+ —~ry t+ ——~(4) (4) (4) w V

(4 6)

(4.9)

where C'4„', 0[C„'4„)~] denote the slowly varying [rapidly varying] terms in t. More explicitly one has
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(d COC"„', r, t+ —,r, t+ ——~ = j'4'+' f x rxd'j f x f xd j' „-A,, O exp-ig (d„; —ir'„
i&j

xexp[-i7(d, , ——,
' r(I', —I'„)]. (4.10)

Thus the contribution C' ' to the antinormally or-
dered correlation functions shows beats at ~„, pro-
vided our multilevel atom is such that the transi-
tions starting from a common upper level end at
two lower levels and provided the initial state of
the multilevel atom is suchthat there is an off dia-
gonal matrix element between the two lower levels.
Thus for a three level atom C'4' will show beats at
&u» provided the allowed transitions are ~1)- ~3),
~1)- ~2) and provided the initial state is such that
p»40. Note that the retardation character of

(2.9) implies that C'4' is nonvanishing provided
t, &r,/c, f, &r,/c S.uch type of beats are not

found in normally ordered correlations (cf. Ref.
22).

Let us now examine the terms C"', C"'. These
arise from the interference of the zero-point fluc-
tuations and the source fields. The computation
of the correlation function of the free field and
atomic operators is rather involved. We relegate
the details of this calculation to the Appendix.
Using the E(l. (AB) we find that

j&i 0'oe

—il, ,(, (!„0,!!!,.)(A,.!(i, —' e'"!
C

(4.11)

(d (dg [!;x (i; x d"')]„[( x (!;x d")]„"" !i',!,' (i, —'))
0.&j 1 2

xexp ie.gtl-iMJ., tl-t2 +s~l 1

Q [j', x (!;xd'!)] [v, x ( x!d")]„"~@A]!! i, —'
)g&i C 'V~l2

x exp $~98tL+$~8~
1

SNH t1-t2 (4.12):

E(luation (4.12) is seen to have two different kinds of beats with respect to the time f, [keeping (f f ) con
stant]. The first term is characteristic of the lower-state beats, whereas the second term shows beats
at the upper-state frequencies.

The expression for the transition rate is now easily obtained by substituting (4.4), (4.V), (4.10), and

(4.12) into (4.1). It is clear that C"'=0 for t, & f, + r, /c and thus C"' will not contribute to the downward
transition rate. The explicit expression for C"' becomes

CO (dC~~) R T+ R T+
j&i 0&j

x A,. T+ ——7 exp —icoj,.~ —iv, T+ ——&(r) R

40 CO8' [g x (P x d ~)] [R x (R x d ")]c4R'

x A . T+ ——7 exp —i(d. T+ ——& —iso. .r(r) R
Bj C j8 C jj (4.13)

and hence the contribution of C(s), C(~) to the downward transition rate of the atom B becomes (in what fol-
lows we are only writing the contribution from the terms which "beat")
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(u', ,u)', ,(A, ,(0)&exp(-itro„—I',,t)[iu), ,—in, q+ -', (I', —I', )] '+ c.c. ,
R2c4

(4.14)

~,",'= g &x; I&"' [&x(ftxd*')]Ix,&&x, Ip"' [&x(flxd")]Ix;&

2 2

exp —i T+ — (&u„, —if',.„) [i&@„.+ig,&+I'; ] '(A; ( )&c4R'

g (& I p
' ' ~ [fl x (fl x d ")]

I x & & zx I p ~ [ ft x (g x d ') ] I x
j& i O& i

(0 (d ' exp i T+ — (&,8 —if',8) (i(u,.z+ iQ,.&+ I's,.) '&A~, (0)& + c.c.
c

(4.15)

Note R"'=0 and R"' denotes the usual transition
rate, i.e., in the absence of any source atom. As
discussed before in connection of the structure
of C"', C'4' it is clear that R' ' has beats at the
lower-level frequencies, whereas R"' has beats
at both lower feve-l and upper level fr-equencies.
The results (4.14) and (4.15) agree with those of
Khoo and Eberly'" obtained by using the method
of Heisenberg-picture perturbation theory.

The beats found in Sees. III and IV are very
much reflections of the properties of the normally
and the antinormally ordered correlation functions
of the polarization operators of the noninteracting
multilevel atom. If we define

s",' =g p, ;,d*~A... 6",'=g p, ,*,. d "A,, , (4.16)

then

&&
' ,' (t)6'~'„'(f ~)& = Q v, , p. ~,d" d~" (A„&.

of multilevels atoms (located in region whose
linear dimensions are smaller than an optical
wavelength) and the beats in the radiation emitted
from such a system. Formulas like (2.9), (A8),
and (3.1) remain valid, with the difference that
A, ~ in these should be replaced by the eolleetive
operators 6,, defined by

8;;=Q A,'", ', [ 8;;,8»] =8;,5;~ —8~,5;, , (5.1)
n

however, the second quantized property (3.3)
holds no longer for the operators 8,, . The atomic
dynamics is again governed by Eq. (2.6) with A,.~

replaced by collective atomic operators. How-
ever p"' does not satisfy simple equations" like
(2.4) and (2.5) and the solution for p"' is rather
difficult to obtain except in an approximate
sense. '4'" One has from (3.1) the following re-
sult for the intensity at the point r:

I r t+-
j&$

i (d i g
7' + i 6)j ~

t (4.17)
x [r x (r xd~')] [r x (r x d")]

&&p','(t)s'~ „'(f v)& = g p, „v~,-d'„"da" (A, , & x &8,,(f)8,(f)& . (5.2)

i 4)gyT + i@)iyt (4.18)

The correlations (4.17) and (4.18) show, re-
spectively, the upper-state and lower-state beats.

In general, it is not possible to cejculate the mean
values appearing in (5.2). To see the qualitative
features of the beats present in (5.2), we ignore
the effect of the radiation reaction in the calcula-
tion of the mean values and thus we make the re-
placement

V. ATOMIC COLLECTIVE EFFECTS AND QUANTUM BEATS
&8,,(t)8»(t)& = e"'"s &'~(8,;8»&, , (5.3)

So far we have considered the quantum beats in
the radiation from a single multilevel atom. %e
saw that the second quantized property A, ,A.»
= 5,,A,-, essentially decides the types of beats
which would be present in a given type of correla-
tion. Here we would like to consider a collection

where ( &o denotes the initial state of the system.
We assume that the atomic system is prepared
initially in an atomic coherent state. In what
follows we consider specifically the three level
systems, the systems with more than three levels
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are similarly treated.
For the case when the allowed transitions are

I» - I» I1& - I», one finds from (5.2) and (5.3)
that the beat amplitude in the intensity is

The time dependence of the beat amplitude can now
be obtained by substituting (5.7) in (5.5).

For the case when y„=0, y„=y„= I', we find
that

12 12 ([&rX (yXd21)], [j &( (j &(d12)]c4r'

x (8»8») e""»+c.c.j, (5.4)

which on using relations (B3) and (B5) reduces to

a= &12222 I[j x (j x d21)].[j x (j xd")]
I

I,(t) =I,(t)+I2 —I,', I' =I(0) .

In this case the beat amplitude is given by

(5.9)

—2y21I1 [N —(N —1)(I1+I2)],
I2 ——2y21I1[1+ (N —1)I2]

—2y2/2[N —(N —1)(I,+I,)],

(5.6)

where we have ignored the diffusion terms. This
approximation is expected to work in the limit of
large N and if the initial state of the atom is not
a completely inverted state. The general solution
of (5.6) depends on the relation of various y's to
each other. The solutions of Eqs. (5.6):-(re easily
found by quadratures. For the case when y,2

0 y2y y» = I', we find that

I, (t) = $1 tanh(N+1)r(t t, )j,(N+1)

x cos((d»t+ po —8,) N(N —1)I,[I,(1 —I, -I2)]'~2,
(5.5)

where yo is the phase of [& &((r x d")] [i x (2
x d")]. Thus the beat amplitude will be nonzero
if N1, z, 40, z, 40. We thus see that the collec-
tive effects make the beat amplitude nonzero. It
is also interesting to note that the beat amplitude
is proportional to the square of the number of the
atoms, "which is typical of cooperative effects.
This should be compared with the prediction of
neoclassical theory, which does in fact predict
beats even for a single atom.

Some effects of the radiation reaction can be put
in the limit of large N. It has been shown else-
where~ that the master equation (2.21) is equiv-
alent to the following Langevin equations (in the
atomic coherent state representation)

I, = —2y»I, [1+(N —1)I,]

CO Q
(2= 12 22

I[&r x (2 x d")] ~ [2 x (2.xd")]

x ((8»8») e'"»' ' "o+c.c.), (5.10)

where the relevant expectation value is given by
(B4). The time dependence of the beat amplitude
can be obtained by substituting (5.9) and (B4) into
(5.10). lf we ignore terms of order (1/N) and let
I,(0)=I,(0), then

GO (d" "
I [j x (j.x d ")] ~ [ j.x (& x d ")] I4c'r4

x sech2[Nr(t —t,)]
&(cos[(d»t+ (8, —8,)+q, ] . (5.11)

APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE CORRELATION

FUNCTION &E0~ (Rg, t~ )A;g(f2)&

In this Appendix we will calculate the correlation
function (Eo„'(R„t,)A; (t l)) 2in the lowest order in
the perturbation theory. Our method of proof is
similar to that used in our earlier work" on the
calculation of the radiation reaction field. Any
Heisenberg operator can be expressed as

We have thus shown that the collective effects
can play an important role in the determination of
the existence of beats. We have also presented
the approximate time dependence of the beat ampli-
.tudes. The approximate time dependence of such
beat amplitudes is very similar to the one found
in neoclassical theory.

I (t) ( 2 ee+(1&(&Ito ——(1+ ee'2(&(+ l&r&o)
1 1

N —1 2

x [1—tanh(N+1)r(t —t )]], (5.7)

where

A, ;(t,) = exp(iÃt2)A„(0), 2 = [II, ],

where H is the full Hamiltonian of the system.
Now using the identity

-2(r&r+1&r ( N+ 1 (N+ 1)I2
(N —1)I,' ' I,'

e iZt ~ iZot dv.e'~'ig e' 0""
1 (A2)

(5.8) we can write (Al) as
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t2
A "(t ) = e'" ~~'2A~ (0) —i dv e'~ gd "e'"~~"2"E (0, 0)(A .5 -A 5. )

8

=e'""A, (0) —i gd„8 dye' "" "E„(0,r) [A;(r)6, -A, (r)5,. ].
attn 0

Using (AS) and the fact that the radiation field is initially in vacuum state, the correlation function be-
comes

A„,,(R„t„t,) = (E,'„'(R„t,)A, , (t,))

=-i g „' d re'"~ &" ')"(E,'-„)(R„t,)[A,.(r)5„.-A,, (r)5, ]E„(0,r)).
agn 0

Since we want to calculate the correlation function in the lowest order in the coupling constant g„~, we
can approximate (A4) by

A;;(R„t„t,)= —i g d „dr e'"~~ "2 '(E'„'(R„t,) EQ„'(0, r))[(A, (v))5~ ~
—(A,.8 (r))6, ].

nan
(A5)

On substituting the value of the free-field correlation function [Ref. 21, Eq. (5.15); X"(r)=Im!t(r)],

(Ea"(R„t,)E0„'(0, r)) =— d&u!t"„zz(R„O,&u)e
'"").'

7t'
(A8)

in (A5), we obtain the result

&,;(R„t„t, ) = ——Q d „' dr
~gg 0

d~y"„(R„O,&u)e "" "e*""""[(A,.(r))5„. (A, , (r))5, ]. (A.7)

The above expression for the correlation function can be simplified in the long-time approximation and
in the far zone. The standard procedure (cf. Ref. 15, Sec. VI) then leads to

!! . (% ! !)= —g d'se' ri" ' ' (A"!(t )) /c))e" '"I! .g (R 0 v. ) A! '(! ——'))e' 's'
a Btf

X 5; !I @@(R~ 0 Q))) ) for t~ &t2+—
C

(A8)

=0 for t, &t, +R,jc.

The summation over jo. (tP) in the first term (sec-
ond term) is only over those indices such that j
& a[P &i]. It is also obvious from (A7) that A is
zero unless t, &(R,/c+minimum value of t,). The
appearance of beats in A is again to be noted.

an external laser beam, and hence it is natural to
assume that initially the atomic system is in a co-
herent state'4'" lz„z, ) defined by

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE EXPECTATION
VALUES IN THE ATOMIC COHERENT STATE

REPRESENTATION

e le!I2 )(N) )I/2
X

[(n, !(n, —n, )!(N —~,)!)]»2

%e have seen in Sec. V that the calculation of the
beat amplitude requires the knowledge of the ex-
pectation values involving the collective atomic
operators. As in the experiments on beats, the
atomic system is prepared in an excited state by

where the state lN, n„n, ) represents a. collective
state of the system. The matrix elements involving
the collective atomic operators can be calculated
using the relations'~
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8 Nz,*z,a„~z„z,)(z„z,
~

—(z, +, , ;, *, i,) ~z„z,)(z„z, ~, .

] + 8] + Z2

Na„~z„ z, )(z„z, ~- (z, + . . . , i,) ~z „z, )(z„z, ~,982 1+)Z1 ) +)Z2

9 Nz,*
+, 2 I. I 1 2&&zl z.

IBz, 1+le, i +le,

8 8a„~z„z,)(.„*,
~

-z,(,
9 Nz2a„~z„z,)(z„z,i- +, , i.) ~z„z,)(z„z, ~,

32I 11 2&& Il 2I 2 1»2 ' '2 lg 2 I 11 2&& lz 21
N 9 9

We illustrate the calculation of the following matrix elements, which are used in Sec. V:

Nz&a„a„)-a (,, +, , „,)a,.~*„*.)& „.~982 1+|81f + (Z2

'lsz '1 lz I2+Iz I' az 1+lz I'+lz I' ( " ' " " (1+lz I'+Iz I')"
8 8 Nz,* Nz, z,*(N+ I z, I

'+
I z, I

')
1+Iz I'+Iz, l' 'az 'az 1+lz I'+Iz I' (1+lz I'+Iz I')'

It turns out convenient to introduce the intensity
and phase variables defined by

acquire rather simple form in terms of such vari-
ables.

1 —I~ —I2 ' 2 1 —I~ —I2

)Ls indicated in the text, the equations of motion
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